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PC User's BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The perfect go-to reference to keep with your PC
   

   If you want to get the most out of your PC, you've come to the right source. This one-stop reference-tutorial is what you need to succeed with your Windows Vista or Windows® XP computer, whether it's a desktop or a laptop. From setting up your PC to using it...
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Lewis Fry Richardson: His Intellectual Legacy and Influence in the Social Sciences (Pioneers in Arts, Humanities, Science, Engineering, Practice)Springer, 2019

	
		
			
				This is an open access book. Lewis F Richardson (1981-1953), a physicist by training, was a pioneer in meteorology and peace research and remains a towering presence in both fields. This edited volume reviews his work and assesses its influence in the social sciences, notably his work on arms races and their...
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The Effectiveness of Promotion Agencies at Attracting Foreign InvestmentWorld Bank Publications, 2003
With many millions of dollars being spent annually by governments on promotion to attract foreign investors to various countries, a perplexing question has become increasingly important: Does investment promotion really work? Jacques Morisset and Kelly Andrews-Johnson have made a major step in providing a convincing answer to this and associated...
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Essential Stock Picking Strategies: What Works on Wall StreetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
PRAISE FOR ESSENTIAL STOCK PICKING STRATEGIES
"This book lays the foundation for understanding the value of long-term investing and the importance of knowing who is managing your money and what they are doing with it." 
      –Mike Cacace, Senior Editor, Fortune magazine      

Essential Stock Picking Strategies does...
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Team of Vipers: My 500 Extraordinary Days in the Trump White HouseThomas Dunne Books, 2019

	
		THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

	
		"Sims’s vivid portrait of Trump shrewdly balances admiration with misgivings, and his intricate, engrossing accounts of White House vendettas and power plays have a good mix of immersion and perspective. The result is one of the best of the recent flood of...
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Control of Robot Manipulators in Joint Space (Advanced Textbooks in Control and Signal Processing)Springer, 2005
Robot control is the backbone of robotics, an essential discipline in the maintenance of high quality and productivity in modern industry. The most common method of control for industrial robotic manipulators relies on the measurement and amendment of joint displacement: so-called "joint-space control".
Control of Robot...
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Story Circle: Digital Storytelling Around the WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Everyone loves a story. Not everyone loves a computer. ‘Digital storytelling’ is a workshop-based practice in which people are taught to use digital media to create short audio-video stories, usually about their own lives, placing the universal human delight in narrative and self expression into the hands of everyone, bringing a...
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Queenpins: Notorious Women Gangsters of The Modern EraSangam Books, 2011

	The cut throat world of organized crime has long been dominated by men, and such macho godfathers and kingpins as Al Capone, John Dillinger, Pablo Escobar and John Gotti have become legendary. Yet, dig deep into the annals of crime and one can find smart, ambitious and ruthless women who have cracked the glass ceiling of the underworld and...
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The Brant and Helms Solution: Fundamentals of Diagnostic Radiology, Third Edition, Plus Integrated Content Website (Brant, Fundamentals of Diagnostic Radiology)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		We are happy and proud to offer a third edition of our Fundamentals of Diagnostic Radiology text. We cherish the fact that so many radiology residents around the country continue to use our text as we had originally intendedÐ²Ð‚”as a first read for beginning residents and as a concise...
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Are You Afraid of the Dark? : A NovelWilliam Morrow, 2004

	All around the globe, people are being reported dead or missing.


	In Berlin, a woman vanishes from the city streets. In Paris, a man plunges from the Eiffel Tower. In Denver, a small plane crashes into the mountains. In Manhattan, a body washes ashore along the East River. At first these seem to be random incidents, but the police...
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Production Testing of RF and System-on-a-Chip Devices for Wireless Communications (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
With the increasing number of integrated wireless devices being developed with SOC (system on a chip) technology, a merger of RF and mixed-signal test approaches is quickly becoming a necessity. Addressing this need head-on, this first-of-its-kind resource offers you an in-depth overview of RF and SOC product testing for wireless communications....
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The Unofficial Guide to Microsoft Office Excel 2007John Wiley & Sons, 2007
The inside scoop...for when you want more than the official line!
    Microsoft Office Excel 2007 may be just what you need to crunch numbers, but to use it with confidence, you'll need to know its quirks and shortcuts. Find out what the manual doesn't always tell you in this insider's guide to using Excel in the real world....
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